
Lure keyboards 

 

New appearance design 

Varmilo Lure keyboards adopts new appearance design, the style is retro and soft. The top 

case and bottom case are in different colours, which are able to show the style of theme 

design. With innovative metal texture interior frame, it brings an unprecedented visual 

experience.  

Tri-mode wireless connection 

Varmilo Lure keyboards support tri-mode connection with devices, including Bluetooth 5.0, 

2.4g wireless and wired mode. 4 devices can be connected at the same time and can be 

switched by shortcuts very easily. 

Sound-dampening foam included, keep key feelings same and euphonic 

Varmilo Lure keyboards have Sound-dampening foam inside the keyboard, the structure of 

the keyboard is well designed to make sure the key feelings same and avoid the noise from 

bottom.  

 

Cherry MX Switches and smoother Varmilo EC Switches available 

Varmilo Lure keyboards are available in Cherry MX Switches(Tri-mode) and the super 

smooth Varmilo EC Switches(Wired only)  

 

Two stage keyboard feet 

Varmilo Lure keyboards adopts the design of two stage keyboard feet, you can freely switch 

the required lifting angle among 4°, 8° and 12°. 

。 

Multi-directional cables design 

Varmilo Lure keyboards adopts the design of multi-directional cables, you can select the 

right way for cables to come out. 

 

Cliff keyboards 

 

New appearance design 



Varmilo Cliff keyboards adopts new appearance design, the appearance is sharp and solid  

 

Tri-mode wireless connection 

Varmilo Cliff keyboards support tri-mode connection with devices, including Bluetooth 5.0, 

2.4g wireless and wired mode. 4 devices can be connected at the same time and can be 

switched by shortcuts very easily. 

 

Sound-dampening foam included, keep key feelings same and euphonic 

Varmilo Cliff keyboards have Sound-dampening foam inside the keyboard, the structure of 

the keyboard is well designed to make sure the key feelings same and avoid the noise from 

bottom 

 

Cherry MX Switches available 

Varmilo Cliff keyboards are available in Cherry MX Switches 

 

Two stage keyboard feet 

Varmilo Cliff keyboards adopts the design of two stage keyboard feet, you can freely switch 

the required lifting angle among 4°, 8° and 12°. 

 

Multi-directional cables design 

Varmilo Cliff keyboards adopts the design of multi-directional cables, you can select the 

right way for cables to come out. 

 

 


